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Norsk sammendrag 
Det å leve med fare for ras og flodbølge. Konsekvenser for 

risikokommunikasjon 
 

Et mulig fjellskred fra Åknes på Sunnmøre kan i verste fall føre til at 54 mill. 
m3 stein faller i fjorden og skaper en flodbølge. Opp mot 3000 mennesker i inntil 10 
kommuner vil da være i fare. Åknes/Tafjord Beredskap, som leder arbeidet i 
samarbeid med de berørte kommunene, står for overvåkning 24 timer i døgnet og 
har som mål å varsle befolkningen minst 72 timer før raset.  
 

Denne avhandlingen tar for seg hvordan innbyggere i fire bygder kan oppfatte 
risikokommunikasjon knyttet til rasfaren. Geiranger og Hellesylt kan utsettes for de 
høyeste oppskyllinger av bølger (inntil 63 og 82 meter). Tafjord og Fjørå ble rammet 
av en tilsvarende hendelse i 1934, Tafjord-ulykken, der 40 mennesker omkom. 

For det meste har forskning om risiko vurdert sannsynlighet og konsekvenser 
av negative hendelser. Risikokommunikasjon har dermed formidlet analyse av fakta 
til mennesker og til dels forventet at de fleste responderer rasjonelt og noenlunde likt 
på opplysninger. Denne avhandlingen har en annen innfallsvinkel til 
risikokommunikasjon.  

Avhandlingen omfatter tre vitenskapelige artikler. Hver av dem fokuserer på 
ulike forhold som kan være med og påvirke hvordan risikobudskap blir oppfattet og 
fortolket av dem som skal leve med usikkerhet i forkant av en mulig naturkatastrofe.  

Til undersøkelsene er både egenutviklede og standardiserte spørreskjemaer 
benyttet for å kartlegge hvordan innbyggerne opplever nytten av kommunikasjon, 
relasjoner til ekspertene, villigheten til å etterleve evakueringsordrer, og bekymring, 
med hensyn til den truende naturkatastrofen. Studiet tar også for seg om 
psykososiale forhold, livssituasjon og personlighetsdimensjoner påvirker 
innbyggernes holdning til risikokommunikasjon. 

Innbyggerne i bygdene som hadde en forhistorie med et tilsvarende fjellras og 
flodbølge (Tafjord-ulykken) oppfattet risiko og risikokommunikasjon annerledes enn 
de øvrige: De var minst fornøyde med myndighetenes folkemøter, men samtidig 
villige til å følge evakueringsprosedyrene. Særlig foreldre til barn som oppholder seg 
i den mulige faresonen for flodbølgen fant informasjon om risikoen nyttig. Andre som 
var positive til å følge myndighetenes råd om evakuering var ofte høgt utdannet, de 
hadde tillit til ekspertene og syntes risikokommunikasjonen var nyttig. Innbyggere i 
lokalsamfunn med én hjørnestensvirksomhet (her: turisme) bekymret seg mest for 
konsekvensene av raset. Dialog med og tillit til ekspertene synes å være forbundet 
med adekvat bekymring for rasfare. De med denne type bekymring var godt motivert 
til å følge evakueringsprosedyrene. Konklusjonene fra avhandlingen peker mot at 
man også bør vektlegge psykososiale livsvilkår og forhold egnet til å vekke 
emosjoner i dialogen med innbyggere som er truet av en naturkatastrofe. 
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a  b  s  t r a c  t

This  study  explored  how publics respond to  risk communication in high  probability  but

time-indeterminate  natural disaster  situations when parts of the  area  have been  involved

in a similar disaster before.  An impending  rockslide  is expected to  produce  a  tsunami in

the fjord around Åknes in Norway. Waves may  run  up above sea  level  as high  as 82  m or

269  ft. All residents  (18  and older)  of the  four  most threatened communities  received  a

questionnaire  to determine what they perceived to be useful  risk information.  Three  hun-

dred and eighty-two  (43.6%  of 875) responded. Results  indicated  that parents of children

living  within the tsunami risk zones  perceived  the risk information to be the  most useful.

Those  who lived  in  communities that  experienced  a  similar  disaster in  1934  reported  public

meetings  less useful  than written  or  mediated  information.  Publics who  lived in commu-

nities  with such disaster history  and  those  who were  not  parents posed special challenges

in  risk communication  because  they  perceived  information  from the  government  agencies

as  lacking in usefulness. Therefore,  committing  the  resources necessary to  foster dialogues

with a diversity  of publics  exposed  to risk would  be well served to fully  understand the

nature  of risk communication responses,  and to be able  to  save human lives.

© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Approximately 3,000 people are living in  a  tsunami danger zone on the west coast of  Norway around Åknes; this is one of

the rockslide sites with the highest severity  potential in Western Europe. Lasers, radar, remote video and human staff keep

24 h  continuous watch over the site where 18–54 million cubic m  (635 million–1.9 billion cubic ft)  of  rock is likely to fall into

the fjord. In the worst-case scenario, the resulting tsunami may  run as high  as  82  m (269 ft)  above the shoreline in the town

Hellesylt 5 min  after the rockslide. Most of  the town, a local school and an institution for the elderly will be inundated. About

10 min  later the tsunami would strike Geiranger with a  wave  run-up of about 63 m (206 ft), and destroy homes, at least one

school, day care centers, hotels, kiosks, restaurants, and shops. The  number of  people at  risk is greatest during the summer

when this UNESCO-designated tourist community has many visitors. The  wave run-up height estimated to  reach two other

towns is 13  m (42 ft)  for Tafjord and 4 m (13 ft)  for Fjørå. The  distance from where the rockslide is  likely to  hit the water,

measured along the fjord, is approximately 13  km  (8  miles) to Hellesylt; 21  km (13 miles) to  Geiranger; 28 km (17 miles) to

Fjørå; 35 km (22 miles) to Tafjord.

∗ Corresponding author at: Volda University College, Faculty of Media and Journalism, P.O. Box 500, N-6101 Volda, Norway.

E-mail  address: k-rod@online.no (S.K. Rød).

0363-8111/$  –  see front matter ©  2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1.1. Disaster history background

The  Åknes site serves as a  constant reminder of  1934, when a  similar calamity struck the communities of Tafjord and

Fjørå: 40 people died. Back then, survivors thought the best cure was  to  let time heal the wounds by not sharing their

traumatic stories. Not until 1985 was the incident widely discussed, when a local researcher published a first book about the

event (Furseth, 1985). Nevertheless, awareness of what has come to  be called the Tafjord disaster must have been prevalent.

In the parts of Norway studied here people still tend  to stay for generations in the same area where they were born.

Therefore it is relevant to explore whether residents of  the two  communities that were involved in the disaster of  1934

perceive risk information differently from those  of  similar communities that do not share their history. This knowledge will

allow more informed campaign planning by risk communication specialists with respect to whether the same campaign can

be used for all  communities or if  different disaster histories make different campaigns necessary.

1.2. Parenting

Half  of  the respondents in this study (180)  are parents of children living in the tsunami risk zone.  Thus, it  is important

to know if parents of children understand and respond to risk communication campaigns the same way  as others in order,

again, to decide if a  single campaign is sufficient or if two  separate campaigns are needed—one for parents and one for

non-parents.

Effects of personal or familial experience of hazards  have been explored over the past three decades (Grothmann &

Reusswig, 2006; Van den Berg et al.,  2009; Weinstein, 1989; Zaalberg, Midden, Meijnders, & McCalley, 2009). However,

little or no research explores whether publics living in communities with  a  disaster history and parents of  children regu-

larly exposed to natural disaster risk tend to perceive risk communication differently than those without such a common

background or who are not parents. The overall aim of  this paper was to fill this gap.

1.3. Social influences and affect

Parts of  our social identity come  from groups we feel most associated with (Dawnay &  Shah, 2005). The  social amplification

of  risk framework (SARF) is  founded on the individual’s social, psychological, and cultural network. Masuda and Garvin (2006)

have identified that risk perceptions are shaped by “place”  attachments and that place is an important component in the

social amplification or attenuation of risks.

According to Slovic,  Finucane, Peters, and  MacGregor (2004), there are two fundamental systems by which humans

understand risk. The analytic system uses probability calculus, formal logic, and risk assessment. While the experiential

system is  based on  intuition and is  fast, mostly automatic, and to a limited degree is characterized by conscious awareness.

“The  experiential system encodes reality in images, metaphors, and narratives to which affective feelings have become

attached” (P. Slovic et al., p. 316). The issues explored in this study involve the two systems. Face-to-face communication

at public meetings may  activate experiential processing, evoking images connected with affect (Marx et al., 2007). Written

and mediated information may  appeal more to the  analytic processing since it  lacks the spontaneity and the face-to-face

confrontations.

1.4.  Risk communication

The  principal rationale for risk communication is  to  protect the publics from dangers and loss. Palenchar (2005) states that

a “transactional communication process among individuals and organizations” is  a  key constituent in risk communication

(p. 752).

In  the Åknes case, there are two means for providing risk information: public meetings with some dialogic component,

and mediated or written communication that is more impersonal and one-way. Public meetings are one of the most common

and traditional ways of  disseminating information about controversial issues. Officials from the local government usually

chair the meetings with the support of experts. Written documentation including reading, seeing or hearing the information

in print, audio-visually or digitally, is  also common. The two  approaches (Grunig & Grunig, 1992) may  be assessed separately

or together with  regard to  their “information usefulness,” a key  concept in this paper.

Endangered publics make their individual choices on how to  prepare for natural disasters. According to the uses and

gratifications theory (Blumler & Katz,  1974), individuals seek out information they find useful. Therefore, it is important to

study first which publics see  current available information as useful, and how useful it is to them. When knowing whether

parents of children regularly exposed to risk and individuals living in communities with  a  disaster history find public meetings

more useful than printed or electronic information, risk communicators can more effectively determine to  continue current

presentation formats, or change them.

1.5. Research questions

Based  on the reviewed research, the following two  questions guided this study:
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RQ1. Do publics from communities with a disaster history perceive the usefulness of  risk communication differently than

publics in communities without such  a  history?

RQ2. Do parents of children exposed to risk  perceive the usefulness of  risk communication differently than do non-parents?

2.  Methodology

2.1. Participants

Of  the 875 total residents over 18  in the four  communities studied, a  total of 382 (43.6%) responded to our questionnaire.

Juveniles, defined as those under the age  18, were not included under the guidelines of  the Norwegian Social Science Data

Services. Respondents were 53.3% females (n = 200) and 46.7% males (n = 175), very  reflective of  the known 51% female 49%

male gender distribution of  the communities surveyed. To  maintain anonymity in such small populations the participants

were  aggregated into four age groups; 18–33,  34–49, 50–65, 66 and above.  The number of received questionnaires was 173

from Geiranger; 475 from Hellesylt; 128 from Fjørå; 99  from Tafjord. In relation to  the total number of  respondents, 18.4%

were from Geiranger, 53.3% from Hellesylt,  10.7% from Tafjord, and 17.6% from Fjørå. The response rate of  the age group

18–33 was 18.9%; age group 34–49 was 28.5%; age group 50–65 was 24.8%; age group 66 years and above was 27.7%.

2.2.  Procedure

In  February 2008, 875 booklets with questionnaires were distributed via regular mail. Each booklet contained 136 items;

46 items were generated specifically for this  study by focus groups run in the communities involved by the first author. The

remaining 90 items were  from established standardized questionnaires. Two reminders were circulated with an  interval of

1 month.

The front page of  the booklet contained  background information about the study. The questionnaires were treated

anonymously, in accordance with  the  policy  of  the  Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD).

2.3. Measures

Generated items for this study were scored on  a five-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1—suits me very poorly to

5—suits me  very well. The items and response options in this article are translated from the original Norwegian version

into English. The  original Norwegian term “passar”,  for example, has been translated into “suits me”  as the nearest English

equivalent. Although “suits me”  may  not be  an appropriate response option for a  general audience in,  for example, in the

United States, it is appropriate in the original Norwegian. Some  variables consist  of single items, others of unweighted mean

scores.

2.4. Information variables

The  variable regarding useful public meetings (M 3.78, SD 0.99) consisted of one item: “The public meetings about

the  rockslide risk give me  useful information.” The  variable useful written and mediated information (M 3.48, SD 0.82),

consisting of the two items: “the written documentation about the rockslide risk is useful to me,” and “the Åknes/Tafjord

web site gives me useful information.” The  correlation between the two  variables was 0.49 which justified merging them

into one variable called “the useful information combined” (M 3.5, SD 0.78). This combined variable covered how the publics

perceived the usefulness of the risk communication generally, both face-to-face and the written and mediated information.

In this way, the analyses could distinguish between face-to-face (public meetings), non-face-to-face (written and mediated)

risk information, and also a  combination of the two. The local governments and the experts (geologists) at  the Åknes/Tafjord

project were in charge of both sources of information.

2.5. Disaster of the past

The dichotomous disaster history variable assessed whether the respondents were living in communities with  a  disaster

history. Residents of two geographically, culturally and economically similar communities closer  to the rockslide site were

grouped in two: whether their home had such a  history (1)  or did not  (0).

The variable of having children was also  coded dichotomously into respondents who were parents of  children who either

attended a school located in the tsunami risk  zone, or whose school road or playing field was  in that zone. If coded 1, the

respondent was such a  parent, else  the variable was  coded 0.

2.6.  Data analyses

This  study involved multiple dependent variables: useful information combined, useful public  meetings, and useful

written and mediated information. Because the dependent measures were highly correlated (useful information combined
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Table  1
Means and standard deviations for predictors of risk information usefulness.

Predictors Useful info. combined Useful public meetings Useful written and mediated info.

Disaster history (Mean/SD)

Yes  3.46 (.73) 3.42 (.90) 3.49 (.79)

No  3.62 (.79) 3.93 (.98)* 3.48 (.83)

Having  children (Mean/SD)

Yes 3.74 (.73)* 3.92 (.98)* 3.65 (.79)*

No 3.42  (.80) 3.65 (.97) 3.32 (.83)

* The predictors that achieved significance (p < 0.001) are marked.

with useful written and mediated information = .92; useful information combined with useful public meetings = .79), the

effects of the dichotomous, independent variables of  disaster history and having children were analyzed through the use  of

multivariate analysis of  variance (MANOVA).

3. Results

Data on how risk communication usefulness differs for publics living in communities with a disaster history, and parents

of children exposed to  tsunami risk are presented in Table 1.

A  two-way MANOVA was conducted to determine the effect  of  disaster history and having children on the three dependent

variables of  risk communication (see Table 1).  As recommended by Tabachnick and Fidell (2007), Pillai’s criterion was used

to evaluate multivariate significance since sample sizes were unequal and Box’s Test of  Equality of  Covariance Matrices

was  significant at  p  <  .001. MANOVA indicates  that having children (Pillai’s Trace =  .043, F(3, 355) = 5.34, p  = 0.001, �2 =  0.043)

and disaster history (Pillai’s Trace = .068, F(3,  355) = 8.65, p =  0.000, �2 = 0.068) significantly affected the combined DV  of risk

information usefulness. Univariate ANOVA indicates that useful public meetings significantly differs for both having children

(F(1, 355) = 6.6, p  < .010, �2 = 0.018) and disaster history (F(1, 355) = 15.4, p  <  .001, �2 = 0.042). Useful written and mediated

information significantly differs for having children (F(1, 355) = 15.5, p  < .001, �2 = 0.042); likewise does useful  information

combined differ for  having children (F(1, 355) =  15.2,  p < .001, �2 = 0.041).

4.  Discussion

This study investigated what could shape  the publics’ perception of the usefulness of  risk information. Those having

children living in the potential tsunami zones  found all risk information useful. The publics who  lived in communities with a

disaster history perceived the public meetings  as being less useful. Findings also suggest that living in an area with disaster

history does not have a significant effect  on  the perceived usefulness of the other information sources (i.e., not involving

face-to-face communication).

Parents  having children at  risk and those  who live in areas with  a  disaster history appear more sensitive to how they

perceive the usefulness of  the risk information. This may  be explained by vivid images and anecdotes tagged with affect,

embedded in these publics. “For whatever reasons, images often strike us more powerfully, more deeply than numbers. We  seem

unable to  hold the emotions aroused by numbers nearly  as long as those of images. We grow quickly numb to the facts and the

math” (Bass, 1996, p.  87). Interpreting Slovic et al. (2004), parental care and living in areas with a disaster history may

trigger the experiential system. Research by Loewenstein, Weber, Hsee, and Welch (2001) argues that emotional reactions

to risky situations may  drive behavior. Thus, the affect embedded in caring for the children at  risk, and individual needs for

information, may  be so overwhelming that  all  available risk information is  perceived as useful (Infante, Rancer, & Womack,

1993). On the other hand, latent emotions from  the 1934 disaster may  drive the perception of  risk information by those who

live in areas with a disaster history in the other  direction, as  they found the public meetings less useful.

4.1. Influence from society and culture

The findings of  this study support the SARF; the perception of  risk may intensify or attenuate, depending on each indi-

vidual’s interpretation of threats (Kasperson et al., 1988). Having children exposed to  risk and living  in areas with a  disaster

history affected the perception of risk information. The  SARF was  constructed by  Kasperson to bridge the gap between

experts’ technical interpretation of  risk and  the socio-cultural and emotional responses that create public perceptions of

risk.

Studies demonstrate that participants’ “place identity” (i.e., attachment to  home, embeddedness in tradition, family,

and  a rural lifestyle), has a significant effect  in the  understanding of  risk (Ali, 1997; Baxter & Eyles, 1997; Jardine, Boyd, &

Furgal, 2009; Luginaah, Taylor, Elliott, & Eyles, 2002; Wakefield, Elliott, Cole, & Eyles, 2001). “Threats to a traditional lifestyle

and connection to  the land (“place-identity”) are strongly associated with  risk perspectives” (Jardine et al., 2009, p. 218).

External risks,  such as a  threatening tsunami, may  disrupt these aspects of “place identity,” and result in heightened worry.

The affective feelings were evident in the aftermath of  the 1934 disaster when the survivors re-built their homes in the same

communities. The concrete and vivid images  of a tsunami destroying a  precious “place” is likely to have an emotional impact
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on how risk communication is perceived. Thus, “place identity” may  be stronger in the communities with  such a  disaster

history.

According to the Åknes/Tafjord project, the participation of lay people at  the public meetings was noticeably smaller

in the two communities struck by the disaster  in 1934. Participating at  public meetings and discussing the risk of a future

catastrophe may  become emotionally overwhelming by activation of  the  latent images and stories transferred to  them in

the past. Even though some dialogic component is  encouraged at the public  meetings, there is a  tendency toward monologs

by the government agencies. As such, the non-experts living  in areas with  a disaster history may  feel disregarded.

As suggested by the social identity theory  (Dawnay & Shah, 2005), lay people are more likely to be influenced by someone

they identify with rather than by the authorities (Halpern, Bates, Beales, & Heathfield, 2004), and people show a  strong bias

in favor of  in-group members (Dawnay and Shah). The theory may  imply that the two sub-populations – those who were

not parents of  children regularly exposed to risk and those who  live in communities with  a  disaster history – processed  the

information about the risk differently, but  equally  among the group members. In this way, their perceived usefulness of the

risk information from the government agencies may  have suffered.

4.2.  Implications for communication

Government agencies monitoring a  potential natural  hazard play  a  key role in sharing expertise. As this study has demon-

strated, risk communicators should emphasize many points of view as well as multiple sources of information. Bringing the

publics together in partnerships may  “favor  collaborative dialogue that sees value in ambiguous, partial, and incomplete

knowledge” (Gilpin & Murphy, 2008, p.  678),  as suggested by the dialogic theory (Taylor & Kent, 2006). A stronger commit-

ment to community engagement with emphasis on dialogue at  public meetings, planning committees and advisory boards

might be an alternative to foster “trust, satisfaction, sympathy” (Kent & Taylor, 2002, p.  32; Taylor &  Kent, 2006, p.  354)

among the community members and government agencies.

As demonstrated by this study, disaster  history and having children affect risk communication and warrants further

studies on  risk communication with diverse publics.

4.3. Limitations

The response rate of this census study is moderate at 43.6%. Even though it seems adequate for this kind of  a  survey

with many in the aging sector of the population, there are some noticeable issues. Firstly, differences in the response

rates were evident between the  youngest age  group (18.6%) and the others (28.0, 24.3, and 27.2%). A possible explanation

may  be differences in media channel preferences. The government agencies prioritize written documentation and public

meetings which the older age groups may  be more accustomed to, while the younger tend  to prefer modern communication

platforms, such as  social media sites (Agichtein, Castillo, Donato, Gionis, & Mishne, 2008; Boyd & Ellison, 2008; Svoen,

2007). Alternatively, many young adults wanting to  pursue further education after high school graduation need to  leave

their home communities for their higher education. Therefore,  they might not  have received the questionnaire booklets.

Secondly, the discrepancy in response rate  between Fjørå and Geiranger (51.5% vs. 39.8%) may  reflect different attitudes

toward such research, based on disaster history background; Fjørå was most severely devastated by  the tsunami in 1934,

whereas Geiranger does not have such a  disaster history.

4.4. Future research

The  issues to  be explored in future projects may relate to the psycho-social differences among the publics. Exploring why

publics living in areas with a  disaster history and those having children at  risk perceive the risk communication differently,

would undoubtedly be relevant to risk communicators.

This study has  demonstrated that publics who live in areas with a  disaster history and in particular, parents who have

children at risk perceive differently the usefulness of risk information. When government agencies communicate risk with

high uncertainty and probability, committing the resources necessary to  foster dialogues with such diverse publics may  be

well served.
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